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[1] HCHO was monitored throughout the year 2009 at the coastal East Antarctic site of
Dumont d’Urville (DDU) using Aerolaser AL-4021 analyzers. The accurate determination
of less than 100 pptv required optimization of the analyzers, in particular, to minimize
effects of changing ambient temperatures. The impact of station activities and of the
presence of large penguin colonies at the site in summer was scrutinized. The obtained
contamination-free record indicates monthly means close to 50 pptv fromMay to September
and a maximum of 200 pptv in January. Zero-dimensional and 2-D calculations suggest that
in summer, the largest HCHO source is the gas-phase photochemistry (80%) mainly driven
by methane oxidation, which is considerably greater than from snow emissions (20%). The
influence of light alkenes, dimethyl sulfide, and halogens remains weak. In winter, snow
emissions represent the main HCHO source (70%). These findings are compared to previous
studies conducted at the West Antarctic coast. It is shown that in summer the HCHO
production from methane chemistry is 3 times more efficient at DDU than at the west coast
due to more frequent arrival of oxidant-rich air masses from inland Antarctica. Halogen
chemistry is found to represent a weak HCHO sink at both West and East Antarctica.
Compared to DDU, the shallower atmospheric boundary layer and the less efficient
gas-phase production at the west coast make the snow pack the dominant HCHO source
(85%) compared to gas-phase photochemistry (15%) there in summer.
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1. Introduction

[2] Formaldehyde (HCHO) is produced within the atmo-
sphere during the oxidation of numerous hydrocarbons emit-
ted by anthropogenic and natural sources and also directly
emitted by combustion. Satellite observations clearly reveal
the importance of sources like isoprene oxidation over forested
areas, biomass burning over the tropics, and anthropogenic
emissions over very populated regions [Wittrock et al., 2006;
Stavrakou et al., 2009]. In the remote troposphere, HCHO is
thought to be mainly produced by the photooxidation of
CH4, the most abundant atmospheric hydrocarbon [Lowe
and Schmidt, 1983].

[3] With mixing ratios up to 10 to 50 ppbv in megacities
[Grutter et al., 2005], HCHO is intensively monitored in
polluted areas because of its carcinogenic effect [Hauptmann
et al., 2003]. In the remote marine boundary layer, mixing
ratios of 200 pptv [Wagner et al., 2001] and 300 pptv
[Ayers et al., 1997] were observed at low and middle southern
latitudes, respectively.
[4] At higher latitudes, studies were conducted over the

Arctic and Antarctic snowpack aiming to evaluate (1) to what
extend HCHO can be used as an ice core proxy for changes in
the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere over the past and (2)
whether the snowpack represents a major formaldehyde
source for the atmospheric polar boundary layer [Sumner
and Shepson, 1999; Yang et al., 2002; Jacobi et al., 2002;
Hutterli et al., 2004]. In addition, to understand the HCHO
budget of the background troposphere in very remote regions,
year-round studies were conducted at the Neumayer (NM)
[Riedel et al., 1999] and Halley (HA) [Salmon et al.,
2008] sites, both located in coastal Antarctica. The two
records captured a well-marked seasonal cycle but with
different absolute HCHO levels (390 pptv at NM against
130 pptv at HA in January, for instance). Salmon et al. [2008]
emphasized that whereas there are no striking geographical
and climatological differences between the two coastal sites
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[König-Langlo et al., 1998], the difference between the two
data sets remains difficult to explain. Furthermore, discussions
on the HCHO budget at the two sites led to rather different
conclusions. For instance, whereas both studies pointed
out that observations cannot be explained by the methane
chemistry alone, a minor role of the halogen chemistry is
concluded for NM but not for HA, and the snow emission
required to explain observations differ from 0.9 × 1013

molecule m�2 s�1 at HA to 2.5 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1 at
NM. Since HCHO is a major source of HO2 radicals in these
remote regions [Bloss et al., 2007], it is intimately linked to
the oxidative capacity of these atmospheres. There is thus a
need to better document typical concentrations and to quan-
tify the respective contribution of the gas-phase chemistry
and of its various components versus snow emissions in these
coastal Antarctic regions.
[5] With this aim, the study of HCHO was initiated at the

coastal East Antarctic site of Dumont d’Urville (DDU).
Following two pilot studies conducted in November–
December 2005 and 2006, HCHOmeasurements were carried
out quasi continuously from 6 January 2009 to 20 January
2010 and again in January–February 2011.Working conditions
applied to the analyzers commercialized by the Aerolaser
Company were optimized to reach reliable data for mixing
ratios as low as a few tens of parts per trillion by volume (pptv),
as encountered in winter at this site. Given the absence of a
clean air sector at the site of DDU, data were scrutinized
with respect to local emissions. Using 0-D and 2-D calcula-
tions, the importance of gas-phase photochemical sources
and sinks, snow emission, dry deposition, and long-range
transport is assessed. Finally, this first year-round record of
HCHO gained at the East Antarctic coast is compared to those
already available at the West Antarctic coast, enabling a more
comprehensive conclusion on the HCHO budget at coastal
Antarctica (West and East) to be drawn.

2. Experimental

2.1. Principle

[6] Atmospheric HCHO measurements were performed
using two commercial Aerolaser analyzers (model AL-4021)
hereafter denoted SN50 and SN39. The technique, a con-
tinuous liquid fluorimetry, has been described in detail else-
where [Dasgupta et al., 1988]. Briefly, gaseous HCHO is
scrubbed into a diluted sulfuric acid solution in a stripping
coil thermostated at +10°C. Then a fluorescent compound,
the diacetyl-1,4-dihydrolutidine (DDL), is quantitatively pro-
duced at +70°C by the Hantzsch reaction of HCHO with
pentane-2,4-dione and ammonia in the liquid phase. Exciting
the DDL at 412 nm with an electroluminescent diode and
monitoring its fluorescence signal at 510 nm ensures the quan-
tification of HCHO. Liquid reagents were prepared from
analytical grade chemicals (Merck) and ultrapure water (18
MOhm, TOC< 1 ppb, Elga Labwater) following the composi-
tion given by Nash [1953]. After preparation, reagents were
purged with He for 10min and thenmaintained at +4°C during
their subsequent use. In general, reagents were prepared in
sufficient quantity to allow measurements to be run over 6
successive days.
[7] To prevent large particles (sea salt, penguin down, and

drifting snow) reaching the analyzer inlet, an inertial separa-
tor was set up. To do so, air from outside was sucked through

a glass venturi tube at a flow rate of 20 Lmin�1. The HCHO
air was sampled in the tube at a flow rate of 2 Lmin�1 per-
pendicularly to the main air stream. The sampling line was
a 2m long polytetrafluoroethylene tube (0.6 cm). Losses on
the tube were found to be less than 5% [Pépy, 2011].
Liquid flow rate was measured at the beginning of each run
of 6 days with a 200μL gauged capillary. Depending on the
state of the peristaltic pump tubing, which was renewed reg-
ularly, the liquid flow was found to fluctuate between 0.38
and 0.43mLmin�1. Under these conditions, the Aerolaser
company assures a stripping efficiency higher than 99%,
which was confirmed by our calibration experiments (see
section 2.2).
[8] Zero air was produced by pumping ambient air through

an internal zero trap packed with Hopkalit catalyst. Gas-
phase calibrations were done with a gas-phase standard
provided by an internal temperature-controlled permeation
source (paraformaldehyde, KIN-TEK wafer permeation)
through which zero air passed continuously at a flow rate of
100mLmin�1. Raw data (in volts) were monitored continu-
ously with a time resolution of 30 s. Since the zero level
and the sensitivity of the system were found to vary over
time, zero and gas standard measurements were done regu-
larly (see below) and linearly interpolated to derive HCHO
levels. The measurement of a zero and of an internal standard
signal takes 25min each. Detection limits (taken as twice the
standard deviation of zero measurements) of 30 pptv (SN50)
and 45 pptv (SN39) were determined during zero measure-
ment periods made with 30 s integration time, similar to the
value specified by Aerolaser (50 pptv).
[9] During HCHO pilot studies done in 2005 and 2006 at

DDU, it quickly turned out that the temperature stabilization
set up by Aerolaser in the AL-4021 models purchased before
2008 (heating of the internal source and reactor, cooling of
the stripper unit) was not sufficient for our low-level mea-
surements and that changes of the ambient laboratory
temperature (up to 15°C from day to night) can induce mea-
surement errors up to a few hundreds of pptv. To overcome
this effect, zero determinations and gas standard calibrations
were made every 2 h and 12 h, respectively. This was also
done during the 2009 campaign even though changes in the
laboratory temperature were minimized during this cam-
paign. More details on this temperature effect are reported
in Appendix A1.
[10] Aerolaser assigned several potential HCHO interfer-

ences for the AL-4021 devices, which were initially equipped
with a Hg lamp. These interferences can be neglected for the
very remote Antarctic, except the one with ozone for which
Aerolaser indicates a positive interference of up to 200 pptv
of HCHO at 100 ppbv of O3. This interference is related to sec-
ondary emission peaks of the Hg lamp (between 200 and
600 nm), which are able to excite molecules like O3 in spite
of the use of a filter. The existence of this potential interference
was confirmed by the intercomparison study of different
HCHO analyzers made by Wisthaler et al. [2008]. Since our
analyzers are equipped with electroluminescent diodes, which
deliver a unique emission peak at 412 nm (half width of
10 nm), no ozone interference is expected. This absence of sig-
nificant interference can be easily verified by examining our
winter data when O3 values are high and HCHO values are
low. Since the Hopkalit trap used to quantify the zeroing signal
also removes O3 from the air stream, a positive O3 interference
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will lead to a systematic overestimate of HCHOmixing ratios.
The distribution of hourly mean winter values (Figure 1)
shows almost no HCHO values lower than 10 pptv, whereas
O3 mainly range between 30 and 40 ppbv. Thus, if it exists,
the ozone interference would be less than 10 pptv of HCHO
for 35 ppbv of O3, which is almost 6 times lower than the
maximum value proposed by Aerolaser for the mercury lamp
equippedmodels.We therefore conclude that by using an elec-
troluminescent diode in an AL-4021, the HCHO interference
with respect to ozone is either eliminated or becomes
effectively insignificant.

2.2. Calibrations and Reproducibility of the Two
AL-4021 Devices

[11] On-site calibrations were achieved at DDU by compar-
ing the gas-phase standard signal produced by the internal
wafers of the AL-4021 analyzers to that of a liquid standard
(20 μg L�1) freshly prepared by diluting a certified stock
solution of 0.3 g L�1 (purchased from the University of
Wuppertal, Germany) in the scrubbing liquid in use during
the respective day. In addition to possible changes over time
of the liquid stock solution, this calibration also accounts for
potential losses in the stripping coil (which would result in
a collection efficiency lower than unity). After fieldwork
was completed, the analyzers were calibrated again at the
Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Geophysique de l’Environnement
(LGGE) laboratory using two other methods, in line with
Salmon et al. [2008].
[12] First, a gas-phase calibration was done in which

HCHO gas standards were introduced in the analyzer
through the sampling line used in the field. Gas standards
were provided by a gas calibrator (KIN-TEK, model
491M) equipped with a certified HCHO source and supplied
with air from a pure air generator (Ecophysics, PAG003),
which had a Hopkalit trap mounted in series. The signals
from different HCHO standards delivered by the calibrator
were then compared with the signal from the internal gas
standard. This calibration is independent of the liquid stan-
dard used in the field but accounts for potential losses in
the sampling line and the stripping coil.
[13] Second, a liquid-phase calibration was done in which

the internal HCHO gas standard was flowed through two liq-
uid bubblers in series, each filled with stripping solution of
the HCHO monitor (i.e., diluted sulfuric acid) (calculated

stripping efficiency of 92%). The liquid of each bubbler
was then analyzed for HCHO in the liquid mode. This cali-
bration type is therefore independent of potential losses in
the stripping coil and the sampling line of the monitor and
accounts only for potential errors of the liquid standard used
in the field.
[14] The good agreement obtained from the field calibra-

tions and the LGGE liquid calibration (see Table 1) confirms
that any losses in the stripping coil are insignificant. The very
good agreement between these two methods and the LGGE
gas calibration confirms that losses in the sampling line are
very small and suggests that the standard liquid solution used
in the field had not changed significantly over time. On the
basis of these results we have therefore assumed that the in-
ternal gas sources of the AL-4021 emit a constant HCHO rate
over time, 9.3 ± 1.4 ngmin�1 for SN50 and 9.9 ± 1.5 ng
min�1 for SN39 (Table 1).
[15] The SN39 and SN50 analyzers were compared by run-

ning them together at the “iono” site (see section 3.2) over
4 days (Figure 2). A Fisher test (N = 580) on 10min means
showed that the mixing ratios derived from the two analyzers
are equal at the 95% of confidence interval. Therefore, when
running the two analyzers simultaneously at different places
(see section 3.2), the two records can be directly compared.
The observed signal noise in Figure 2a, which is of electronic
origin (D. Haaks, personal communication, 2005), corre-
sponds to a detection limit of 30–45 pptv. The standard
deviation of the difference between the two records (hourly
averaged values), however, does not exceed 10 pptv
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of 1 h averaged mixing ratios of HCHO and O3 observed between 1
May and 30 September 2009 at DDU.

Table 1. Internal Gas Standard Permeation Rates of the Two
AL4021 Analyzers (SN39 and SN50) Derived From Three
Different Calibration Methods (See Section 2.2)a

Permeation Rates (ng min�1)

SN39 SN50

Field calibration (DDU) (N) 11.27 ± 1.2 (22) 8.89 ± 1.1 (58)
Liquid calibration (LGGE) 10.52 ± 1.1 -
Gas calibration (LGGE) 9.9 ± 1.5 9.3 ± 1.4

aThe error attributed to the LGGE liquid calibration (10%) is deduced
from the observed standard deviation of the N field calibrations. The gas cal-
ibration error (15%) is due to uncertainties of the KIN-TEK wafer flow and
its HCHO source.
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(Figure 2), and variations as low as 10–20 pptv at the scale of
a few hours are well detected by the two analyzers.

3. Meteorology and Environment at the DDU Site

3.1. Meteorological Conditions

[16] The DDU station (66°40′S, 140°01′E) is situated on a
small island (0.3 km2) of the Pointe Geology archipelago,
located 1 km offshore from the east coast of the Antarctic

continent (Figure 3a). The climatology of this coastal site
has been described elsewhere [König-Langlo et al., 1998].
In brief, the climate is characterized by two typical situations
with either strong katabatic winds coming down from the
ice cap situated south of DDU, or zonal easterly winds,
appearing with the arrival of low-pressure systems from
northern latitudes. As a consequence, the prevailing surface
wind direction lies between 120°E (easterly wind) and 160°
E (katabatic flow) (see Figure 3). The DDU site thus experi-
ences either air masses coming from inland Antarctica,
purely marine air masses, or continental/marine mixed air
masses. In contrast to the situation in winter, in summer the
katabatic wind strongly decreases or even ceases entirely as
temperature rises over midday. Due to this anabatic phenom-
enon, an apparent “sea breeze” is sometimes observed with
local wind direction changing from 120°E–160°E to north.
These particular conditions may allow air masses polluted
by station activities to reach the sampling sites (Figure 3b).
[17] In order to characterize the origin of air masses reaching

the site, backward trajectories were computed using the Hybrid
Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model (R. R.
Draxler and G. D. Rolph, NOAA Air Resources Laboratory,
Silver Spring, Maryland, 2003, available at http://www.
arl.noaa.gov/ready/hysplit4.html). Meteorological data from
Global Data Assimilation Process (available at ftp://arlftp.
arlhq.noaa.gov/pub/archives/gdas1) were used as input, and
the model was run every 6 h in backward mode for 5 days
for three different altitudes (0, 250, and 500m). For each back-
ward trajectory the fractions of air mass residence times over
the Antarctic continent (i.e., latitudes> 70°S) and over the
open sea (latitudes< 67°S) were calculated. According to that,
on average over 1 year, 50 to 70% of air masses advected to
DDU are of continental origin while only 10 to 25% are of
oceanic origin.
3.2. Local Contamination and Data Reduction
[18] In 2009, year-round HCHO measurements were

performed at the sampling site of “labo 3” (see Figure 3b).
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Figure 2. Comparison of HCHO mixing ratios obtained
with the SN 39 (grey) and SN50 (black) AL-4021 analyzers
at DDU in February 2011 when sampling the same outside
air. (top) Raw data recorded with a time interval of 30 s and
(bottom) hourly averaged values.

Figure 3. (a) Map of Antarctica showing the locations of Neumayer, Halley, and Dumont D’Urville sta-
tions. The blue line refers to the mean location of the sea ice edge in August over the period 1981–2012
(NOAA_OI_SST_V2 data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, http://
www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd). (b) Map of the Dumont d’Urville station showing the location of the HCHO sam-
pling sites (lion, labo 3, and iono), as well as buildings and penguin colonies.
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During the pilot study conducted in 2005 at labo 3, a few sud-
den enhancements of HCHO mixing ratios (up to 500 pptv
within a few minutes) were observed. They were found to
originate from indoor contamination when doors or windows
of the field laboratory were occasionally left open or when a
vehicle approached less than 30m upwind of the sampling
line. Precautions were therefore taken during the 2009–2010
study to minimize such sporadic perturbations that anyway
can be easily identified and discarded from the data set.
[19] In addition to vehicular exhausts, station activities

also include stationary and quasi-permanent combustion
sources of which the effect on the HCHO record at labo 3
is illustrated in Figure 4. When the local wind blew from
the main combustion points of the station located between
30°W and 70°E (Figure 3b), systematic enhancements of
the HCHO level by 100–150 pptv were detected within a
few tens of minutes (e.g., 8 November in the morning and
in early afternoon, Figure 4). Furthermore, under low wind
speed conditions (less than 4m s�1) the HCHO record be-
came noisier (see the case of 7 November in Figure 4) and
sporadic enhancements were sometimes detected. To assess
this impact of station activities on the HCHO record at labo
3, simultaneous measurements were carried out in summer
2009/2010 at labo 3 and at two other places on the archipel-
ago (iono and lion sites, see Figure 3b) characterized by dif-
ferent clean-air sectors with respect to station activities.
Combustion from the station was found to impact HCHO
hourly means at labo 3, iono, and lion (up to 150 pptv) under
low wind speed conditions and when the wind blew directly
from the station sector. Interestingly, during this intersite

comparison, another local contamination source was found
to impact labo 3 and iono sites under low wind speed condi-
tions (< 4m s�1) and wind directions different to the station
sector (i.e., from 70°E to 110°E at labo 3). Enhancements of
up to 200 pptv with respect to hourly HCHO means at labo
3 were attributed to this source in 2009/2010. During the
2010/2011 summer season, additional investigations revealed
that ornithogenic soils emit numerous volatile organic com-
pounds including HCHO [Legrand et al., 2012] and represent
another local source of contamination at DDU.
[20] To discard the impact of these two local sources (com-

bustion and penguin emissions) from the data set, a criteria
based on local meteorological parameters was used to filter
the raw (30 s) data. Data obtained under low wind speed
conditions (< 4m s�1) and/or when the wind was blowing
from 30°W to 110°E were discarded from the data set. The
year-round HCHO mixing ratios obtained at labo 3 in 2009
with raw and filtered data are presented in Figure 5. Note
that no significant difference was observed when discarding
data with wind speeds lower than 4m s�1 and 8m s�1 (not
shown). In this way, around 40% of data were discarded
(29% corresponding to wind speed lower than 4m s�1 and
17% to wind blowing from 30°W to 110°E). The highest dif-
ferences between raw and filtered data are observed from
mid-November to mid-December (Figure 5). During this
period of the year, fine weather conditions often take place
with a general decrease of wind speed at midday. In addition,
it is generally at that time that temperatures become close to
zero leading to the onset of snow melting at DDU. As
discussed by Legrand et al. [2012], these wet and mild
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Figure 4. HCHO mixing ratios (30 s) along with wind conditions observed at labo 3 in November 2009.
Red triangles refer to low wind speed (< 4m s�1), green triangles to local wind blowing from the main
station sector (from 30°W to 70°E, see Figure 3b), and black dots to remaining data.
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weather conditions enhance the bacterial decomposition of
guano and the subsequent release of volatile organic com-
pounds to the atmosphere.
[21] Considering zeroing and calibration times, breaks of

measurements due to maintenance of the AL-4021 or adverse
weather conditions (i.e., snowstorms), the HCHO data set
covers around 50% of the total time. This percentage is re-
duced to around 30% after the filtering procedure. As seen in
section 3.1, whatever the season around 60% of air masses
advected to DDU were of continental origin against 15% of
marine origin. Over the 27% of time for which contamina-
tion-free data were available, 60% of data corresponded to
continental air and 18% to marine air in summer (70% and
15% in winter, respectively). Thus, no systematic bias was in-
troduced by the breaks in sampling and the filtering procedure.
[22] A well-marked seasonal cycle is observed in 2009

with a winter minimum of 55 pptv and a summer maximum
of 200 pptv. Data gained in 2005 and 2006 are limited to
November and December months for which monthly mean
raw data can be compared to those obtained in 2009. In
November, the 175 pptv (unfiltered data) observed in 2009
are comparable to the 150 pptv observed over 19 days in
2005 and 190 pptv over 18 days in 2006. The same consis-
tency can be observed for December with 215 pptv in 2009
against 250 pptv in 2005 (over 17 days) and 182 pptv in
2006 (over 20 days). Finally, for January, the 195 pptv (fil-
tered data) observed in 2009 are also consistent with the
175 pptv observed in 2011 (filtered data).

4. Contribution of Photochemical Productions
Versus Snow Emissions to the HCHO Atmospheric
Budget at DDU

[23] In the following we discuss HCHO sources and
sinks that govern the seasonal HCHO budget at DDU. The

importance of local gas-phase photochemical productions
and snow emissions as well as long-range transport from lower
latitudes are investigated. In addition to the main photochem-
ical sinks (photolysis and reaction with OH) the role of dry de-
position is also considered. A 0-D photochemical model is first
used to identify the major gas-phase processes that drive the
net HCHO production in this region. The model considers
CH4 oxidation as well as the oxidation of other potential pre-
cursors such as dimethyl sulfide (DMS) or ethene (C2H4),
the photolytic destruction of HCHO, and its oxidation by
OH. The influence of halogen chemistry on sources and sinks
was also examined. The 29 gas-phase reactions included in the
model are reported in Table 2 together with their kinetic rates.
Since DDU is not located on the snowpack, a 2-D simulation
tool (see Appendix B1) was then developed to evaluate the role
of inland snow emissions versus gas-phase photochemistry.

4.1. Gas-Phase Photochemical Sources and Sinks of
HCHO at DDU

4.1.1. Input Parameters
[24] Summertime OH measurements at coastal West

Antarctic sites showed 24 h means of 1 × 105 radicals cm�3

at Palmer [Jefferson et al., 1998] and 4 × 105 radicals cm�3

at HA [Bloss et al., 2007]. These values are close to those
simulated by global chemistry-transport models such as
IMAGES (Intermediate Model of Global Evolution of
Species), which predicts OH levels of 2 × 105 radicals cm�3

at DDU [Müller and Brasseur, 1995]. These simulations,
however, do not consider the strong photochemistry induced
by the photodenitrification of snow taking place over the
Antarctic plateau, as first reported by Davis et al. [2001] for
the South Pole. The resulting high levels of NOx there result
in an efficient ozone photochemical production [Chen et al.,
2004] and permit OH levels to reach 2.5 × 106 radicals cm�3

[Mauldin et al., 2004]. An impact of this very oxidizing can-
opy at the Antarctic coast is suspected, particularly in East
Antarctica where, as discussed by Legrand et al. [2009], the
katabatic flow frequently brings air masses from the East
Antarctic plateau toward DDU. Indeed, the 2004–2008 year-
round ozone record indicates a significant influence of the in-
land oxidizing canopy from mid-November to mid-February
at DDU [Legrand et al., 2009].
[25] Measurements of OH and RO2 (HO2 plus organic

peroxy radicals) were conducted from 26 December 2010
to 14 January 2011 (hereafter denoted January 2011) at
DDU in air masses of quasi-pure continental origin [Kukui
et al., 2012]. Compared to measurements carried out at the
West Antarctic coast, relatively high concentrations were
indeed found with 24 h average values of 2.1 × 106 and
3.3 × 108 radicals cm�3 for OH and RO2, respectively. On
the basis of steady state calculations, Kukui et al. [2012]
showed that the observed OH levels at DDU could be
explained simply by assuming some RO2 to OH conversion
mechanism equivalent to the presence of NO in the range
of 10 to 50 pptv (30 pptv on average). Note that such a NO
level, that largely exceeds those observed at Palmer (1 to 5
pptv) [Jefferson et al., 1998], was later confirmed by Grilli
et al. [2013] who estimated a 24 h average NO level of 13
pptv from NO2 measurements made in January 2012 at
DDU. OH concentrations measured by Kukui et al. [2012]
in January 2011 were scaled for January, February,
November, and December 2009 by considering the observed
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Figure 5. Year-round HCHO record obtained at DDU.
Grey dots refer to hourly mean values. Thick lines refer to
robust-spline smoothing [Bloomfeld and Steiger, 1983] applied
to hourly mean values (grey line), and to hourly mean filtered
values (black line). The filtered spline and the corresponding
monthly means (black horizontal lines) were derived by
discarding data which were observed when wind was blow-
ing from 30°W to 110°E or when wind speeds were lower
than 4m s�1 (see section 3.2).
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change in irradiation with respect to January 2011. NO levels
and the HO2/OH ratio were assumed to be dependent on the
OH level following the steady state calculations made by
Kukui et al. [2012]. On this basis, we estimate a monthly
OH mean of 1.5 × 106 radicals cm�3 with a corresponding
NO mixing ratio of 20 pptv and a HO2/OH ratio of 84 for
January 2009 and 2 × 106 radicals cm�3 of OH with 30 pptv
of NO and a HO2/OH ratio of 93 for December 2009. From
March to October the photodenitrification of snow on the
continent can be neglected and the OH levels predicted by
the IMAGE model were considered (see below). As
suggested by the ozone record, the influence of the inland
oxidizing canopy at DDU was still significant in November
and February but less than in December and January.
Accordingly, OH values for November and February were
calculated as a weighted mean between the scaled OH levels
measured by Kukui et al. [2012] and the ones simulated by
the IMAGE model.
[26] For March to October, calculations were made by as-

suming NO levels as observed at NM [Weller et al., 2002]
(i.e., 0.4 pptv in June) and using OH and HO2 levels

simulated by the IMAGE model (i.e., 2.4 × 103 and
1.1 × 106 radicals cm�3 in June, respectively).
[27] No direct actinic flux measurements are available at

DDU, but as detailed by Kukui et al. [2012] photolysis rates
can be estimated using the Tropospheric and Visible
Ultraviolet radiation model [Madronich and Flocke, 1998],
and available erythemally weighted UV-B global irradiance
(280–320nm, SolarLight UV-Biometer 501, A. Pazmino, per-
sonal communication, 2011), as well as total downwelling solar
radiation (SR, 335–2800nm, Kipp&Zonen 6B Pyranometer)
measurements from DDU, respectively. Here we follow the
same approach as Kukui et al. [2012], except that albedo
values were not estimated from UV-B measurements due to
a larger calibration uncertainty in 2009. The albedo was as-
sumed to be 0.6 in January 2009 (as calculated by Kukui
et al., [2012] for January 2011) and 0.85 from March to
November, similar to the seasonal mean found at the year-
round snow covered HA [Jones et al., 2008]. Finally, values
for February and December were set to 0.72, which should
roughly reflect the typical conditions of seasonal snow cover-
age at DDU and surrounding sea ice surface.

Table 2. Gas-Phase Reactions Included in the Photochemical 0-D Modela

N° Reactions Kinetic Rates References

Methane Oxidation
1 CH4 +OH+O2→CH3O2 +H2O 2.45 × 10�12 exp [�1775/T] b

2 CH3O2 +NO→CH3O+NO2 2.30 × 10�12 exp [360/T] c

3 CH3O+O2→HCHO+HO2 7.20 × 10�14 exp [�1080/T] c

4 CH3O2 +CH3O2→ 2 CH3O+O2 (7.40 × 10�13 exp [�520/T] – 1.03 × 10�13 exp [800/T]) 0.35 c

5 CH3O2 +CH3O2→CH3OH+HCHO+O2 (1.03 × 10�13 exp [800/T]) 0.65 c

6 CH3O2 +HO2→CH3OOH+O2 3.80 × 10�13 exp [780/T] c

7 CH3OOH+OH→HCHO+HO+H2O (2.93 × 10�12 exp [190/T]) 0.35 c

8 CH3OOH+OH→CH3O2 +H2O (1.78 × 10�12 exp [220/T]) 0.65 c

9 HCHO+OH→H2O+HCO 5.40 × 10�12 exp [135/T] c

10 CH3OOH→CH3O+OH (λ< 645 nm) JMHP

11 HCHO→H2 +CO (λ< 337 nm) JHCHO-mol

12 HCHO→H+HCO (λ< 360 nm) JHCHO-rad
Ethene Oxidation

13 C2H4 +OH→HOC2H4O2 A=1 × 10�28 (300/T) 8.8 [M] B=A / 8.8 × 10�12

C = 1 / (1 + (log(B) log(B)) k = (A / (1 +B)) 0.6C
d

14 C2H4 +O3→HCHO+products 9.10 × 10�15 exp [�2580/T] e

15 HOC2H4O2 +NO→ 0.2 HOCH2CHO+HO2 +NO2 + 1.6 HCHO 9.00× 10�12 d

16 HOCH2CHO+OH→ 0.8 HOCH2C(O)O2 + 0.2 HOC2OH 1.10 × 10�11 d

17 HOCH2C(O)O2 +NO→HCHO+H2O2 +CO2 +NO2 2.00 × 10�11 d

DMS Oxidation
18 CH3SCH3 +OH→CH3SCH2 +H2O (1.13 × 10�11 exp [�253/T]) 0.20 e

19 CH3SCH2 +O2→CH3SCH2OO 5.70 × 10�12 e

20 CH3SCH2OO+NO→HCHO+CH3S +NO2 4.90 × 10�12 exp [260/T] e

21 CH3SCH2OO+NO2+M→CH3SCH2ONO2 +M 4.90 × 10�12 exp [260/T] e

22 CH3SCH2OO+HO2→CH3SCH2OOH+O2 1.50 × 10�12 f

23 CH3SCH2OO+CH3SCH2OO→ 2 HCHO+2 CH3S +O2 1.00 × 10�11 e

Reactions With Halogens
24 Br +HCHO→HBr +HCO 2.7 × 10�12 exp [�580/T] g

25 BrO+CH3O2→CH2O2 +HOBr 5.70 × 10�12 h

26 IO+CH3O2→ ? (excluding HCHO) 2.00 × 10�12 i

27 BrO+HCHO→HOBr +HCO 1.50× 10�14 j

28 Cl +HCHO→HCl +HCO 8.1 × 10�11 exp [�34/T] c

29 Cl +CH4 +O2→HCl +CH3O2 6.6 × 10�12 exp [�1240/T] c

aKinetic rates are given in cm3 molecule�1 s�1. The estimations of the photolysis rates for January and June 2009 are given in Table 3.
b[DeMore et al., 1997].
c[Atkinson et al., 2006].
d[Ervens et al., 2004].
e[Atkinson et al., 2004].
f[Yin et al., 1990].
g[Atkinson et al., 2007].
h[Atkinson et al., 2008].
i[Salmon et al., 2008].
j[Michalowski et al., 2000].
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[28] Temperature and pressure data provided by the DDU
weather station from Météo France and CH4 data from
Syowa Station (69°S) (data available at ftp://ftp.cmdl.noaa.
gov/ccg/ch4/flask/event/) were used in our calculations.
4.1.2. Methane Oxidation
[29] In a first step, only CH4 oxidation by OH together with

the two major sinks of HCHO, namely, the photolysis
(Table 2, reactions 11 and 12) and the OH reaction
(Table 2, reaction 9) are considered in the model. The initial
OH attack leads to the formation of the methylperoxy
(CH3O2) radical which can react with NO to form CH3O,
which is then rapidly converted to HCHO with O2 (Table 2,
reactions 1–3). This reaction sequence is the dominant path-
way under high NO conditions, whereas at low NO levels it
competes with reactions 4–6 (Table 2).
[30] The corresponding calculated HCHO steady state

mixing ratios are reported in Figure 6 on a monthly and sea-
sonal scale. Using input parameter values discussed in section
4.1.1, summer (January, February, November, and December
2009) and winter (May–September 2009) HCHO mixing ra-
tios of 128 pptv and 21 pptv are calculated, respectively.
[31] Methylhydroperoxide (CH3OOH, hereafter denoted

MHP) can form HCHO, CH3O, or CH3O2 (Table 2, reactions

7, 8, and 10). The contribution of MHP to the production of
HCHO was examined separately from the CH4 oxidation
pathway with OH and NO (Table 2, reactions 1–6, 9, 11,
and 12) since the HCHO year-round study also measured
peroxides, H2O2, and MHP (see Preunkert et al. [2012] for
details on working conditions).
[32] With levels of tens to hundreds parts per trillion by

volume, MHP was found to be the only organic hydro perox-
ide present in coastal and inland Antarctic regions [Riedel
et al., 2000]. Mean summer (188 pptv in January 2009) and
winter (50 pptv from May to September 2009) MHP levels
observed at DDU (not shown) are in relatively good agree-
ment with those observed at Neumayer by Riedel et al.
[2000] (165 pptv and 77 pptv during summer and winter, re-
spectively). The 160 pptv of MHP calculated with our 0-D
model for January 2009 conditions are thus consistent with
the DDU observations, suggesting that the MHP budget there
is mainly driven by CH4 oxidation. In January 2009 around
33 pptv of HCHO are produced via the MHP breakdown
(Figure 6). In winter the MHP breakdown accounts for 5 pptv
of HCHO. In this way the MHP pathway accounts for 17% of
the total HCHO production from CH4 oxidation in summer
and winter. Note that this contribution remains weaker than
that at other remote regions such as the marine boundary layer
(36%) [Wagner et al., 2002]. This is probably due to the fact
that at DDU air masses mainly arrive from inland Antarctica
leading to significant amounts of NO (up to 30 pptv in
December, see section 4.1.1) at this coastal Antarctic site,
which strengthens the OH/NO methane oxidation pathway
(reaction 2) with respect to the HO2 and MHP pathway
(reaction 6).
[33] The uncertainties of the preceding calculations include

those linked to the kinetic rates and related to estimates of in-
put parameters like photolysis rates, HO2/OH ratio, and NO
and OH levels. To evaluate the uncertainty linked to the ki-
netic rates of the methane oxidation reactions, a Monte Carlo
study was performed in which all of the rate constants in-
volved (Table 2, reactions 1–9) were modified simultaneously
and independently of each other accordingly to their probabil-
ity distribution. This was done by following the principle de-
scribed by Carslaw et al. [1999] and applied by Wagner
et al. [2002]. As done in this latter study, respective uncer-
tainty factors were taken for 298K, and it was assumed that
the uncertainty can be approximated by a normal distribution
with a variance of one (σ=1). One thousand model runs were
performed, and the uncertainty on the calculated HCHO
mixing ratio related to the kinetic rates was then given by the
standard deviation of these 1000 runs, which was found to
be close to ± 30 pptv under DDU summer conditions. This
value is similar to the one derived by Wagner et al. [2002]
for the CH4 oxidation in the marine boundary layer.
[34] A Monte Carlo study was also applied to evaluate un-

certainties resulting from input parameter estimations made
for the HCHO steady state calculations of January 2009.
An uncertainty of 30% was considered for OH levels (see
Figures 7a and 7b), corresponding to the daily variability
(± σ) observed by Kukui et al. [2012] in January 2011.
Following the interdependence between OH, NO, and the
HO2/OH ratio at DDU under summer conditions (see
section 4.1.1), the uncertainties on NO and the HO2/OH ratio
were calculated from the uncertainty in OH. The uncertainty
of the derived photolysis rates is estimated to be ± 30%
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Figure 6. Estimated HCHO contributions from different
gas-phase mechanisms and comparison with observations at
DDU for the year 2009. Vertical bars refer to (a) monthly var-
iability of observations and (b) calculation uncertainties (see
details in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3).
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[Kukui et al., 2012]. The overall HCHO error derived from
this Monte Carlo study reaches ± 45 pptv compared to the
185 pptv of HCHO produced by CH4 oxidation in January
2009. Figures 7b and 7c show that this total uncertainty is
made up of ± 30 pptv from OH, NO, and HO2 and by ± 30
pptv from photolytic rates. The error of OH thus dominates
the errors of NO and HO2 at the level of OH and NO encoun-
tered in summer (Figures 7a and 7b). The main photolytic
rate error is due to the HCHO photolysis (Figure 7c). The
total uncertainty due to kinetic rates and input parameters
on the calculated steady state HCHO mixing ratio in January
2009 reaches ± 55 pptv.
[35] The calculated summer HCHO mean (151 pptv for

January, February, November, and December 2009) is very
close to the corresponding observations (141 pptv). The
monthly difference between observations and simulations is ±
36 pptv (i.e., 25% of the summer mean). For January 2011, for
which HCHO as well as OH measurements are available,
calculated HCHO overestimates observations by 35 pptv
(i.e., 20% of observed values). The differences between obser-
vations and calculations are thus similar to the errors in the
calculations, suggesting that summer HCHO mixing ratios at
DDU can be mainly explained by CH4 oxidation.
[36] For winter, the uncertainty related to CH4 oxidation

was estimated by assuming NO mixing ratios ranging be-
tween 0 and 1 pptv as observed at NM in winter and similar
relative uncertainties for the photolytic and kinetic rates as
for summer. Since no NOx emission related to snow nitrate
photolysis takes place over the continent in winter, we have
assumed that the OH simulations from the IMAGES model
are correct and no additional error with respect to the OH

levels was considered here. The total uncertainty of the calcu-
lated steady state HCHO mixing ratio in winter is around 9
pptv (i.e., 36% of observed values, Figure 6b). The HCHO
winter mean estimated from CH4 oxidation (25 pptv) repre-
sents 47% of observed HCHO mixing ratios (56 pptv).
Thus, in contrast to summer, other HCHO sources need to
be invoked to explain observations in that season.
4.1.3. Contributions From Other Precursors and Role
of the Halogen Chemistry
[37] Biogenic emissions of nonmethane hydrocarbons

(NMHCs) (light alkenes and DMS) from the Southern
Ocean may represent a potential source of HCHO. No ethene
data are available for DDU, and in their study limited to 3 days
in January 2011, Legrand et al. [2012] concluded that propene
levels remain below 30 pptv most of the time. At HA, ethene
and propene levels close to 17 pptv and 10 pptv were observed
throughout the year by Read et al. [2007]. With a molar yield
of 1.6 (against 1 for propene and lower values for higher al-
kenes,Niki et al. [1981]) and given its relative abundance with
respect to heavier alkenes, ethene likely represents the most
important alkene precursor of HCHO over the polar ocean.
We therefore only consider ethene to evaluate the role of
marine alkenes on the HCHO budget (see Table 2, reactions
13–17). Considering 17 pptv of ethene as observed at HA
[Read et al., 2007], a HCHO contribution of 7 pptv is calcu-
lated for DDU in summer (Figure 6). In contrast to the contri-
bution of CH4 oxidation, which drops from summer to winter,
the contribution of ethene is 2 times higher in winter than in
summer (up to 30 pptv in June, Figure 6). This is due to the
quasi absence of OH at that time, which favors the reaction
of ethene with O3 whose HCHO yield is higher than that
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between ethene and OH. Note, however, that the HCHO win-
ter maximum of 70 pptv calculated for June, essentially driven
by the significant HCHO production from ethene, is not
confirmed by HCHO measurements.
[38] With a mean DMS summer level of 50 pptv measured

at DDU during the HCHO sampling period (data available at
http://www-lgge.obs.ujf-grenoble.fr/CESOA/rubrique.
php3?id_rubrique=30), a HCHO production of only 0.5 pptv
is calculated (Figure 6) using the reaction sequence detailed
in Table 2 (reactions 18–23). However, considering a peak
value of 1 ppbv of DMS, as occasionally observed at DDU
by Jourdain and Legrand [2001], 12 pptv of HCHO would
be produced; thus, a very sporadic significant contribution
of DMS to the HCHO budget cannot be excluded. In winter,
both the lower DMS levels (6 pptv) and the weakening of the
OH chemistry render the contribution of DMS to the HCHO
budget insignificant (less than 0.1 pptv, Figure 6).
[39] Although not fully understood, the influence of halo-

gen chemistry on the HCHO budget has previously been
raised [Salmon et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2002] and is ex-
amined here by considering reactions 24–29 reported in
Table 2. Halogen chemistry can represent a net destruction
or production of HCHO, depending on the competition be-
tween the destruction by BrO, IO, and Br (reactions 24–28)
and the production via the reaction of Cl with CH4 (reaction
29). Spatial and temporal variability of tropospheric BrO
columns shows that regions with enhanced tropospheric
BrO columns exhibit an excellent correlation with the areas
of sea ice, located along the coast line of Antarctica [Theys
et al., 2011]. As there is less sea ice in the Indian sector
(DDU) than in the Atlantic sector (HA), bromine chemistry
may play a weaker role at DDU than at HA. Note that this
is also confirmed by the occurrence of far less frequent spring
Ozone depletion events at DDU than in the Atlantic sector
[Legrand et al., 2009]. Year-round ground-based measure-
ments of IO and BrO conducted at HA by Saiz-Lopez et al.
[2007] have shown that both species are present from
September to April at mixing ratios close to 3 pptv (maxi-
mum of 6 pptv in October). Though these similarities are
not fully understood it is likely that (as for BrO) the iodine
chemistry would be less important at DDU than at HA.
Comparing BrO and IO data observed at HA [Saiz-Lopez
et al., 2007], and satellite data of total BrO columns between
HA and DDU [Theys et al., 2011], upper limits for BrO and
IO mixing ratios were taken as half of the monthly mean
values of HA (i.e., 1.5 pptv) for DDU in January and an
upper limit of 3 pptv for spring. Note, however, that even
though very limited over time, recent ground-based measure-
ments of IO and BrO conducted in January 2012 at DDU in-
dicated BrO values below 2 pptv over 4 days and IO mixing
ratios of 0.04–0.15 pptv over 20 days [Grilli et al., 2013],
well below our upper estimate of 1.5 pptv. Similar to
Salmon et al. [2008], a crude estimation of Br levels was
achieved from steady state calculations considering the BrO
photolysis and the Br reaction with O3, leading to mixing
ratios up to 0.07 pptv in summer. Even though somewhat
speculative, we have assumed that, as suggested by Read
et al. [2007] for HA in spring, 2.3 × 103 radicals cm�3 of Cl
are present at DDU in summer.
[40] Figure 7d illustrates the influence of the four halogens

on the calculated HCHO mixing ratios. It can be seen that a
larger presence of Cl would lead to a net increase of HCHO

levels, while enhanced IO levels would lead to lower
HCHO levels. The strongest impact on HCHO levels is, how-
ever, related to BrO and Br, both acting as a sink of HCHO.
For example, the doubling of the assumed summer levels of
either Cl, IO, Br, or BrO would lead to a HCHO change of
+5, �3, �6, or �10 pptv, respectively. Considering condi-
tions assumed for January 2009, a destruction of 12 and 15
pptv of HCHO is calculated for summer in the presence or
absence of Cl, respectively. In spite of the large uncertainty
on the Cl level, Figure 7d shows that HCHOmixing ratios re-
main moderately sensitive to this parameter. During winter
BrO and IO values were found to be below instrumental de-
tection limits at HA [Saiz-Lopez et al., 2007], and we thus
neglected halogen chemistry at DDU at least from April to
July. Although these calculations are very uncertain, they
suggest that the halogen chemistry has a rather weak impact
on the HCHO budget at DDU (see Figure 6).
[41] The uncertainties related to NMHC oxidation and halo-

gen chemistry were calculated following the Monte Carlo
method described in section 4.1.2 and considering the follow-
ing uncertainties on the levels of ethene and of the various hal-
ogens in summer (and winter): ethene 7–30 pptv (7–30 pptv);
IO and BrO 0.7–3 pptv (0.2–1.1 pptv); Br 0.02–0.2 pptv
(0.001–0.008 pptv); Clrad 1.5–3.5 × 103 radicals cm�3

(3–7.5 × 102 rad cm�3) (Figure 6b).

4.2. HCHO Snow Emissions in the Vicinity of DDU

[42] HCHO snow emissions from the inland Antarctic re-
gion located near DDU were estimated on the basis of snow
flux data available in the literature. Experimental and model-
ing studies of HCHO air/snow exchange provided consistent
results in reconstructing HCHO levels in snow and air at
Greenland (Summit) and Antarctic (the South Pole) sites.
Whereas empirical thermodynamic considerations suggested
that site conditions like snow accumulation rates (A) and tem-
peratures (T) mainly govern the intensity of HCHO air/snow
exchanges [Hutterli et al., 2003], potential emissions due to
photolytic degradation of organic matter seem to be limited
at inland polar ice sheets sites as Summit [Hutterli et al.,
1999] and the South Pole (e.g., < 20% at the South Pole
[Hutterli et al., 2004]). HCHO emissions are generally larger
at sites with high snow accumulation rates than at those with
low snow accumulation rates where the snowpack can even
act as a sink [Frey et al., 2005; Hutterli et al., 1999, 2004;
Jacobi et al., 2002]. Furthermore, at a given site, warm tem-
peratures strengthen snow emissions, following the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium between ice and air. Hutterli et al.
[1999, 2004] measured and estimated summer fluxes at
Summit (A= 20 g H2O cm�2 yr�1 and mean annual T of
�30°C) to be 1.4–8.8 × 1012 molecule m�2 s�1 and summer
and winter fluxes at the South Pole (A= 8 g H2O cm�2 yr�1

and mean annual T of �50°C) to be 2×1012 molecule m�2 s�1

and 0.1 × 1012 molecule m�2 s�1, respectively. Note that
although the preceding model approach does not consider
the precise nature of processes governing the HCHO exchange
between air and ice recently highlighted by Barret et al.
[2011], they reflect quite well observations made at polar sites
and are thus appropriate for our application.
[43] Considering typical wind speeds and atmospheric

HCHO lifetimes against photochemistry (i.e., a few hours
in summer and a few weeks in winter), the snow-covered area
that may influence the HCHO budget at DDU in summer
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extends up to 700 km inland from DDU. After a narrow mar-
gin region of 20 km where snow does not accumulate in this
inland sector, A values remain close to 35 g cm�2 yr�1 over
the first 150 km [Agosta et al., 2011] and then steadily de-
crease to 18 g cm�2 yr�1 at 500 km from DDU [Arthern
et al., 2006]. The mean annual air temperature decreases
from �10°C near DDU to �25°C and �40°C at 110 km
and 500 km from DDU, respectively (see Tables 3 and 4).
These conditions are quite similar to those encountered in
the Summit region. As a crude estimate, we have therefore
assumed a HCHO snow emission in the DDU Antarctic
sector of 0.5–1 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1 in summer and
0.5–1 × 1012 molecule m�2 s�1 during winter (i.e., scaled

down on the order of magnitude of the summer to winter
HCHO flux ratio observed at the South Pole).

4.3. Relative Contribution of Photochemical
Productions and Snow Emissions

4.3.1. Role of Photochemical Productions Versus Snow
Emissions in Summer
[44] As discussed in section 4.1.3, the contribution of the

DMS oxidation to the HCHO budget remains minor in sum-
mer. Therefore, this process was neglected in 2-D simulations
of the gas-phase summer photochemistry. Two-dimensional
simulations indicate an increase of HCHO mixing ratios from
185 to 210 pptv at DDU in January when a snow emission of

Table 3. Estimated Input Parameters for January and June 2009 Used in Photochemical HCHO Calculations (See Section 4.1.1)

Month T (°C) P (mbar) CH4 (ppbv) O3 (ppbv) OH (rad cm�3) HO2 (rad cm�3) NO (pptv) JHCHO-mol (s
�1) JHCHO-rad (s

�1) JCH3OOH (s�1)

January �0.9 986 1730 18 1.51 × 106 1.25 × 108 20 2.5 × 10�5 1.4 × 10�5 2.7 × 10�6

June �15.3 986 1690 34 2.4 × 103 1.1 × 106 0.5 1.3 × 10�7 0.7 × 10�7 1.4 × 10�8

Table 4. Measured HCHO Mixing Ratios, Initial and Updated Input Parameters Used for Photochemical Calculations, Dry Deposition
Velocity, Overall Estimated HCHO Mixing Ratios Considering CH4 Oxidation and Halogen Chemistry, and Their Respective
Contributions at HA and DDUa

HA 75°35′S, 26°39′W DDU 66°40′S, 140°01′E

Salmon et al. [2008]
3 Jan to 10 Feb 2005

This Study
3 Jan to 10 Feb 2005

This Study
January 2009

HCHO: measured (pptv) 127 127 195
OH (rad cm�3) 3.9 × 105 3.9 × 105 1.51 × 106

HO2 (rad cm
�3) 53 ×OH 53×OH 84×OH

NO (pptv) 7.3 7.3 20.2
MHP (pptv) - 191 188
Br (pptv) 0.8 0.45b 0.07
BrO (pptv) 2 2 1.4
IO (pptv) 2 2 1.4
Clrad (rad cm

�3) - 2.3 × 103c 2.3 × 103

JHCHO
d (s�1) 1.7 × 10�5 7.0 × 10�5e 3.9 × 10�5

CH4 (ppbv) 1720 1720 1730
Deposition velocity (cm s�1) - (0.4) (0.4)
HCHO: overall gas-phase photochemical sources and sinks including
CH4 oxidation and halogen chemistry (pptv) (including dry deposition)

40 n.c. 36 (22) 173 (135)

HCHO: CH4 oxidation including MHP (pptv) 99 (without HP) 45 185
HCHO: halogen chemistry (pptv) �44 �82 �9 �12
HCHO: attributed to snow emissions (pptv) (including dry deposition) 87 82 (102) (~45)
Snow emission (molecules m�2 s�1) (including dry deposition) 0.88 × 1013 1.15 × 1013

n.c (2.5 × 1013) (2.0 × 1013)
BDL height (m) 100 70 300
Mean annual air temperature (°C) �19f �10.8g

�20 � �45g �20 � �40g

Annual accumulation rate (gH2O cm�2 yr�1) 36h 0
5� 25i 10� 35i

aSnow emission fluxes (adjusted to fit measurements at HA) and estimated from the literature and the observed daily variation of HCHO in the case of DDU
(see section 4.3.1) as well as boundary layer heights, air temperatures, and snow accumulations are reported. Underlined values refer to measurements, others
to estimated values. “n.c.” denotes “not considered”.

bEstimated from steady state calculations between BrO photolysis and the Br+O3 reaction. For HA and DDU typical ozone mixing ratios in January of 7 ppbv
[Jones et al., 2008] and 18 ppbv [Legrand et al., 2009] were assumed, respectively.

cData from Read et al. [2007].
dJHCHO= JHCHO-rad + JHCHO-mol.
eData from http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/browse/badc/chablis/data.
fKönig-Langlo et al. [1998].
gData from THERMAP (Antarctic Ice Sheet Temperature Data), available at http://nsidc.org/data/thermap/antarctic_10m_temps/dixon_map.html.
hLimbert [1963].
iArthern et al. [2006] accounting also for the adjacent upwind sectors.
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1× 1013 molecule m�2 s�1 is added without considering
HCHO dry deposition. On the other hand, the consideration
of dry deposition of HCHOwithout any snow emission would
decrease the calculated mixing ratio. Though the dry deposi-
tion velocity of HCHO on snow and ice is poorly known, with
proposed values ranging from 0.025 cm s�1 [Riedel, 2001] to
0.5 cm s�1 [Zhang et al., 2003], the calculated mixing ratio
in January decreases from 192 pptv to 184 pptv if a dry depo-
sition velocity (v) of 0.08 cm s�1 is assumed and to 166 pptv
with v=0.2 cms�1 (i.e., the value obtained when applying
the dry deposition parameterization detailed in Appendix B1).
[45] The examination of the diurnal HCHO variation can

provide further information in terms of sources and sinks of
HCHO. Indeed, in addition to diurnal change of photolytic
conditions and strength of snow emissions (see below), the
dry deposition, which is kept constant (see Appendix B1),
may influence the HCHO levels over the course of the day

[see Wagner et al., 2001]. At DDU in summer, a HCHO
maximum is very often observed in the late afternoon. The
DDU site is not surrounded by snow-covered areas in sum-
mer and diurnal changes may be related to changes in air
mass having been, or not been, in contact with snow-covered
surfaces. In summer, the katabatic wind that often blows in
the morning bringing air from inland Antarctica sometimes
becomes null as temperature rises over midday, resulting in
wind blowing from the open ocean in the afternoon. As
discussed in section 3.2, these particular conditions may
permit air masses polluted by station activities to reach the
sampling sites leading to an increased HCHO level in the
afternoon. Discarding these particular days and focusing on
those during which continental flow was maintained over
the entire day, a HCHO maximum can still be detected in
the afternoon (Figure 8a).
[46] While under katabatic flow conditions we can observe a

mean increase of 40 pptv in the late afternoon, photochemical
budget calculations predict a decrease of ~50 pptv from early
morning to middle afternoon (see Figure 8a). As seen in
Figures 8b and 8d the introduction of dry deposition not only
leads to a decrease in averaged daily values but also minimizes
the simulated afternoon minimum. When a v value as high as
0.4 cm s�1 is applied (average daily HCHO value of 135 pptv,
Figure 8f), the simulated diurnal cycle starts to show a maxi-
mum in the afternoon. In fact, the net destruction of HCHO
at night provided by dry deposition, which is counterbalanced
by HCHO production during the day, leads to a HCHO max-
imum in the afternoon. Considering a variable snow emission
source (mean of 1 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1 adjusted according
to the diurnal temperature cycle of air and snow, see Appendix
B1) with v value of 0.2 cm s�1 (Figure 8e), calculations simu-
late a daily cycle, which starts to become similar to observa-
tions. However, the simulated maximum is broader and takes
place 6 h later compared to observations and the amplitude is
of only ~25 pptv. The best agreement with respect to the diur-
nal cycle and the mean daily HCHO level between calcula-
tions and observations is obtained when a variable snow
emission source (mean of 2 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1 adjusted
according to the diurnal temperature cycle of air and snow)
and a v value of 0.4 cm s�1 is considered (diurnal change close
to 40 pptv and daily mean of 190 pptv, Figure 8g). Note that a
further increase of the dry deposition velocity together with an
increase in snow emissions will not improve the agreement be-
tween observations and calculations but result either in an un-
derestimation of the mean daily HCHO level (if the diurnal
change is fitted to observations) or in an overestimation of
the daily amplitude (if the daily mean is fitted to observations).
[47] As seen in Figure 9 where a snow emission of 2 × 1013

molecule m�2 s�1 and a v value of 0.4 cm s�1 were assumed,
it appears that the budget of HCHO in summer at DDU is
largely controlled by the gas-phase photochemistry with
methane acting as the main precursor, the impact of snow
emissions being less significant.
4.3.2. Role of Photochemical Productions Versus Snow
Emissions in Winter
[48] The gas-phase photochemical production in winter ac-

counts for around 36 pptv of HCHO (25 pptv from methane
and 12 pptv from ethene, Figure 6b). The inclusion of a dry
deposition of HCHO without any snow emissions decreases
the calculated mixing ratio to 8 (4 pptv) if a deposition veloc-
ity of 0.2 (0.4) cm s�1, i.e., similar as estimated for summer
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Figure 8. Mean daily HCHO variation observed during
summer at DDU (black line) compared to calculations consid-
ering (a) photochemical sources and sinks and (b–g) photo-
chemical sources and sinks together with different deposition
velocities (v in cm s�1) and snow fluxes (SF in molecule
m�2 s�1) as discussed in section 4.3.1. Simulations were made
using January conditions (see Table 3 and Appendix B1).
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(see Appendix B1), is considered. This stronger effect of dry
deposition in winter compared to summer is due to the fact
that chemical HCHO sinks (i.e., photolysis and oxidation
with OH radicals) are about an order of magnitude slower
than the deposition sink in that season. In addition, the
boundary layer (BDL) height tends to be shallower in winter
(from 100 to 300 m, [Gallée et al., 2012]) than in summer.
[49] Given the weak photochemical activity in winter, the

HCHO budget in that season can be examined by considering
only HCHO snow emission and dry deposition. Note that
since the source and sink terms depend in the same way on
the BDL height, the result of calculated mixing ratios be-
comes independent of the BDL height. Considering the crude
winter snow flux estimate (0.5–1 × 1012 molecule m�2 s�1)
made in section 4.2 for winter conditions over the continent
in the vicinity of DDU, 4–8 pptv and 9–18 pptv HCHO are
produced from the snowpack assuming deposition velocities
of 0.4 and 0.2 cm s�1, respectively. Note that under these
winter conditions steady state levels are reached after 3 to
12 days. Considering a contribution of 10 pptv related to
long-range transport of HCHO (see below), and as discussed
above an upper limit a gas-phase contribution (including dry
deposition) of the same order of magnitude, around 30 pptv
are expected to be related to snow emissions to reproduce
observed HCHO winter mixing ratios at DDU. Assuming
similar deposition velocities as estimated for summer, like-
wise as found for the latter season, 2 to 3 times higher snow
fluxes than estimated from literature (i.e., 2–3 × 1012 mole-
cule m�2 s�1), would be needed to match observations.
[50] Since HCHO losses due to its photolysis and reaction

with OH become very inefficient at high southern latitudes in
winter, dry deposition processes control the atmospheric
HCHO lifetime in that season. Assuming a deposition veloc-
ity of 0.4 cm s�1 over the ocean [Wagner et al., 2002] and a
typical marine BDL height of ~1300m [Sciare et al.,
2000], the HCHO lifetime would reach some 3 to 4 days in
winter. Thus, an air mass located at midlatitudes with a typi-
cal level of 200 pptv HCHO [Lowe and Schmidt, 1983], that
was then transported within a few days to the Antarctic coast,

should still contribute several tens of pptv of HCHO at DDU
in winter. To identify and estimate such an influence of long-
range transport from lower latitudes on the HCHO budget at
the coastal Antarctic site of DDU, we examine the high-
resolution winter record. In Figure 10 we report hourly mean
HCHO levels at DDU in midwinter together with air mass
residence time fractions derived from back trajectories
obtained from HYSPLIT (see details in section 3.1). As seen
in Figure 10, during July and August, days characterized by
an increase of HCHO levels (up to 100 pptv above the mean
winter value of 55 pptv) coincided quite well with arrival
of air masses of marine origin at the site. For example, after
having encountered air masses of continental origin over more
than 6 days at the end of July and beginning of August, an
advection of marine air, located 5 days before at 45°S, took
place at DDU on 6 August and was followed by an increase
in hourly mean HCHO levels up to 150 pptv. Similar marine
air advections took place from 8–11 July, 26–28 July 2009,
10–12, and 18–22 August 2009 (Figure 10). Comparison
between the average winter level and the one calculated by
considering only periods over which air masses were of pure
continental origin suggests that on a monthly average, the
long-range transport contributed around 10 pptv of HCHO
during winter 2009 at DDU.
[51] In conclusion, the weakened photochemistry and a

contribution from the long-range transport each account for
less than 20% of the observed HCHO making snow emis-
sions the largest source at DDU in winter.

5. Comparison With Data Available at the West
Antarctic Coast

[52] Two year-round HCHO records were previously
obtained, at NM from March 1997 to January 1998 [Riedel
et al., 1999] and at HA from May 2004 to January 2005
[Salmon et al., 2008], two sites located at the coast of
West Antarctica (Figure 3a). Large differences appear
between these two records with values ranging between
100 and 200 pptv in winter and exceeding 450 pptv in
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Figure 9. Estimated contributions to HCHO summer (January) mixing ratios at (left) DDU and (right)
HA. Calculations consider photochemistry of CH4 (OH/NO pathway in blue and MHP breakdown in
red), halogen chemistry (in orange), and the dry deposition applied to preceding contributions (green).
The HCHO contributions from snow emissions and their dry deposition (dotted green and black areas)
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a deposition velocity of 0.4 cm s�1 and a BDL height of 70 m) and estimated from the literature and the
observed daily variation of HCHO in the case of DDU (see section 4.3.1 and Table 4).
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summer at NM, against ~ 50 pptv and 130 pptv at HA inwinter
and summer, respectively.
[53] These differences, that are unexpected for two sites

experiencing rather similar conditions, may be related to
working conditions applied to the deployed Aerolaser ana-
lyzers. As detailed in Appendix A1, it was discovered that
the signals of the Aerolaser analyzers are sensitive to ambient
temperature changes (from�50 pptv per °C to + 100 pptv per
°C depending on the temperature gradient), which may lead
to significant biases with respect to the low atmospheric
levels encountered in polar region. The 12 h interval of zero
measurements applied at NM [Riedel et al., 1999] associated
with the fact that (to keep the sampling lines as short a possi-
ble) the analyzer was run in the nonthermostated entrance of
the Air Chemistry Observatory, where temperatures fluctu-
ated between 13 and 30°C [Riedel, 2001], may have therefore
induced significant errors. It remains, however, difficult to
quantify this effect without checking raw signal and zero
values along with the air temperature of the field laboratory.
In the following we therefore concentrate discussions on the
site of HA and DDU where more frequent zero estimations
were made (3 h and 2 h, respectively) to overcome these
biases related to lab temperature changes.
[54] Figure 11 compares monthly mean HCHO mixing ra-

tios observed over the course of 1 year at HA and DDU. The
two records show a seasonal cycle characterized by winter
minima close to 50 pptv. In summer, monthly mean values
reach 130 pptv at HA against 185 pptv at DDU in January.
The examination of processes controlling the observed levels
suggest that at DDU gas-phase photochemistry largely
controls the HCHO budget (see section 4.3.1), whereas at
HA it accounts for only 15% and a dominant contribution
from snow emissions is suspected. Several differences in
the assumptions made for the two sites make it, however, dif-
ficult to draw a comprehensive conclusion about the budget
in coastal Antarctica. Among others, the MHP chemistry as
well as the HCHO dry deposition on snow was considered

at DDU but not at HA. Furthermore, the discussion conducted
in the two studies raise several questions that needed to be
addressed. First, steady state calculations suggest that in
January 150 pptv of HCHO are related to the OH/NOmethane
oxidation at DDU (Figure 6), whereas Salmon et al. [2008]
calculated 99 pptv at HA. Such a difference between the two
calculated values is surprisingly small given the 4 times higher
OH concentrations observed at DDU (24 h average of
2.1 × 106 radicals cm�3 [Kukui et al., 2012]) compared to
HA (24 h average of 4 × 105 radicals cm�3 [Bloss et al.,
2007]). Also unclear is the role of halogen chemistry, with a
calculated net sink of 44 to 82 pptv of HCHO at HA
[Salmon et al., 2008] against 12 pptv at DDU (section 4.1.3).
Second, the consistency of snow emissions proposed by
Salmon et al. [2008] to match observations at HA cannot be
directly compared with our estimate for DDU (sections 4.2
and 4.3.1) since no dry deposition was considered for HA.
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[55] At both sites HCHO represents the main source of
HO2 radicals in summer (see Bloss et al. [2007] for HA and
Kukui et al. [2012] for DDU). There is therefore a strong
need to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the
HCHO budget in summer at coastal Antarctica (West and
East) where the nature and level of oxidants as well as
meteorological conditions are different. With this aim, we
compare in the following the importance of gas-phase photo-
chemistry, snow emission, and dry deposition for the two
sites under summer conditions.

5.1. Gas-Phase Photochemical Sources and Sinks
in Summer

[56] Previous investigations of HCHO photochemical pro-
ductions and sinks made for conditions encountered at HA by
Salmon et al. [2008] are compared with those made at DDU
in section 4.1. The two studies pointed out that the most im-
portant gas-phase processes controlling the HCHO level are,
in addition to photochemical losses, related to the HOx meth-
ane oxidation and in the case of HA the halogen chemistry.
There are, however, a few important differences in parame-
ters used to derive the respective HCHO contributions be-
tween the two studies. For instance, the value of the 24 h
averaged HCHO photolysis rate (JHCHO) used in the calculations
is lower at HA (1.7×10�5 s�1) than at DDU (3.9×10�5 s�1,
Table 4) which is inconsistent with solar radiation differ-
ences between 66°S (DDU) and 75°S (HA). Furthermore,
the MHP was not considered by Salmon et al. [2008] at HA.
Assumptions on Cl and Br levels affect the contribution of
halogen chemistry to the HCHO budget. For instance, whereas
rather similar IO, BrO, and Cl levels were assumed at HA and
DDU, a strong HCHO destruction is calculated at HA com-
pared to DDU. This is a result of the lower HCHO photolysis
rate and a higher Br level at HA (0.8 pptv instead of 0.07 pptv
at DDU, Table 4).
[57] These inconsistencies required a critical reexamination

of the estimations reported in Table 4. These new calculations
were performed for January using the 0-D model detailed in
section 4.1 and focus on main processes (i.e., reactions related
to CH4 oxidation, major HCHO destruction pathways, and the
halogen chemistry). Given the importance of the HCHO pho-
tolysis which dominates the other gas-phase sinks (i.e., HCHO
reaction with OH and halogens), it is crucial to elucidate the
inconsistencies in JHCHO values used in the two studies. It
appears that the validated 2-π JHCHO value for HA in January
2005 (available at http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/browse/badc/cha-
blis/data) is about a factor 2 higher than the photolysis value
used by Salmon et al. [2008]. Accounting also for the upwelling
radiation at HA [Jones et al., 2008] the HCHO photolysis
rate considered for HA amounts to 7 × 10�5 s�1. The
reevaluation of the contribution of methane oxidation for HA
(45 pptv of HCHO) is half of the initial evaluation (99 pptv)
made by Salmon et al. [2008] which is due to the use of the
updated, ~4 times higher JHCHO value. This decrease is some-
what mollified since a part of it is compensated for the produc-
tion of HCHO via the HO2/MHP breakdown pathway that was
not considered by Salmon et al. [2008] but which makes up 18
of the 45 pptv in our study. The 18 pptv of HCHO produced
from the MHP breakdown were calculated here by assuming
that the 191 pptv of MHP measured at NM in November
1997 [Riedel et al., 2000] are representative for summer at
HA, where no measurements are available. Note that the

contribution of theMHP breakdown to the total CH4 oxidation
is 2 times more at HA than at DDU due to the higher NO level
at DDU.
[58] The role of halogen chemistry was considered at HA by

applying the same IO and BrO values as Salmon et al. [2008].
The Br atom level estimated by Salmon et al. [2008] for Halley
(0.8 pptv) was derived from model simulations, which in-
cluded the equilibrium between BrO photolysis and the reac-
tion of Br with ozone as well as effects of other processes
on the Br/BrO partitioning (e.g., BrO +NO, IO +BrO)
(W. Bloss, personal communication, 2013). To be comparable
to our calculations made for DDU, a typical Br mixing ratio
was calculated for each site by assuming steady state equilib-
rium between the BrO photolysis and the reaction of Br with
ozone. Finally, at both sites we have assumed a Cl concentra-
tion of 2.3 × 103 radicals cm�3 as derived by Read et al. [2007]
for spring at HA from examination of the ethane and propane
mixing levels there. At HA we found a weaker sink of HCHO
from halogen chemistry (�9 pptv instead of�44 to�82 pptv)
than calculated by Salmon et al. [2008]. Note that this is al-
most exclusively driven by the 4 times higher JHCHO value,
and not due to the changed Br mixing ratio applied here
(0.45 pptv instead of 0.8 pptv, see Table 4). Applying the
original value of 0.8 pptv used by Salmon et al. [2008] would
have resulted in a halogen destruction of �11 pptv instead of
�9 pptv calculated here. Consequently, the role of halogen
chemistry appears to be more moderate than previously
suggested by HA data.
[59] These updated calculations show that the estimated

net photochemical budget at HA change from 40 pptv given
by Salmon et al. [2008] to 36 pptv. This rather small differ-
ence is due to the compensation between a far weaker
HCHO production from the CH4 oxidation counterbalanced
by a far weaker destruction from halogens in the updated es-
timation. From that it can be concluded that estimated HCHO
mixing ratios related to photochemical sources and sinks are
significantly lower in the Weddell Sea sector than that at
DDU (30–40 pptv instead of 170 pptv) for January. That is
mainly due to a more efficient HOx chemistry at DDU than
at the Weddell Sea site. As seen in Figure 9, calculated pho-
tochemical HCHO contributions nearly match observations
at DDU in summer but contribute only ~ 30% (instead of
40% calculated by Salmon et al. [2008]) to observed
HCHO mixing ratios at HA.

5.2. Snow Emissions in Summer

[60] The snow emissions required at HA to match observa-
tions (after having updated gas-phase photochemical calcula-
tions as detailed in section 5.1.1) without accounting for
deposition processes are 1.15 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1

(Table 4). Considering a 100 m BDL height [Salmon et al.,
2008] and the upper limit of v derived for DDU (0.4 cm s�1, see
section 4.3.1), a maximal snow flux of 3 × 1013 molecule
m�2 s�1 is required to match observations at HA. However,
BDL heights of 40 m to 110 m were deduced from acoustic
radar measurements made at HA in 2003 (annual mean of
70 m [Jones et al., 2008]). Using the mean value of 70 m,
the calculated snow flux is of 2.5 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1

(Table 4). Note that in these calculations, a rather well-mixed
BDL was assumed given a diffusive mixing time of 3 h
(P. Anderson, personal communication, 2013) compared to
the mean HCHO lifetime of 4 h.
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[61] Considering relevant A and T values for the catchment
area of the potential snowpack source at HA (Arthern et al.
[2006] and data from THERMAP, see section 4.2), we would
assume a similar snow emission strength to the one estimated
for DDU (0.5–1 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1, see section 4.2).
Consistent with that, the value of the snow emission flux
needed to match observations at HA is similar to the one de-
rived for DDU; however, both are 2 to 3 times larger than the
value predicted on the basis of A and T parameters.
[62] Thus, assuming a deposition velocity of 0.4 cm s�1,

HA and DDUmeasurements suggest HCHO snow emissions
ranging between 2 × 1013 and 3 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1 in
summer. These snow emissions that dominate the HCHO
summer budget at the West Antarctic site of HA are, how-
ever, less important at DDU (Figure 9). This difference is
due to a shallower BDL height at HA compared to DDU as
well as to a stronger HCHO production from photochemistry
at DDU compared to HA.

6. Summary and Conclusions

[63] A year-round HCHO record was obtained at the
coastal East Antarctic site of Dumont d’Urville in 2009 using
a commercial HCHO analyzer (Aerolaser, AL-4021).
Working conditions were optimized to permit accurate mea-
surements of mixing ratios as low as a few tens of parts per
trillion by volume as encountered there in winter. Raw data
were carefully cleaned from impact of local contamination
sources that exist at the site (combustion related to station ac-
tivities and release of volatile organic compounds following
bacterial decomposition of guano from Adelie penguins).
The filtered HCHO record shows a seasonal cycle with
monthly mean winter levels close to 50 pptv reaching 200
pptv in January.
[64] HCHO steady state mixing ratio calculated consider-

ing loss of HCHO by photolysis and reaction with OH
together with gas-phase production from oxidation of methane,
ethene, and DMS reproduce fairly well the observations
made at DDU in summer when no deposition is considered.
The main gas-phase precursor of HCHO is CH4 due to its
efficient oxidation by OH and NO, which is considerably
more important than the oxidation of light alkenes and DMS.
To match observations, it was necessary to invoke a dry
deposition velocity of 0.4 cm s�1 and a snow emission close
to 2 × 1013 molecule m�2 s�1, which is roughly consistent
with published estimates. In winter, the local photochemistry
is weakened (< 20%) which increases the importance of the
contribution of snow emissions (more than 60%), whereas
the contribution of long-range transport is found to be rather
small (< 20%).
[65] The availability of year-round HCHO records obtained

at two different coastal Antarctic sites allowed, for the first
time, to draw a conclusive picture of HCHO sources and sinks
governing the HCHO budget at these coastal Antarctic regions
in summer. While the largest source of HCHO at DDU is the
gas-phase photochemistry (80%), HCHO snow emissions
dominate at HA (85%). The gas-phase photochemistry at both
sites is dominated by the oxidation of methane which is, how-
ever, about 3 times more efficient in producing HCHO at DDU
than at HAmainly because of more frequent arrival of oxidant-
rich air masses, coming from the Antarctic plateau, at DDU.
The halogen chemistry remains a weak sink of HCHO at

both sites. Although snow emissions are probably of similar
strength around the two sites, the shallower atmospheric
boundary at HA compared to DDU permits a more efficient
accumulation of HCHO emitted by this surface source.

Appendix A1: Sensitivity of AL-4021 Aerolaser
Analyzers to Temperature Changes

[66] Since the sensitivity of AL-4021 Aerolaser analyzer to
ambient temperature changes (see section 2.1) is not yet doc-
umented in the literature but clearly needs to be addressed
when measuring low HCHO levels with this device, further
investigations were made on the analyzers back at the
LGGE in 2010. In the following we report major findings
of this study, which are detailed in Pépy [2011].
[67] In a first step, key elements (stripping solution and liq-

uid reagent, gas inlet line, stripper, reactor, and fluorimeter/
photomultiplier unit) of the AL-4021 were separately ex-
posed to temperature changes to identify which components
are sensitive to temperature variations. It turned out that the
analyzer is not sensitive to the temperature of sampled air
but that the ambient laboratory temperature influences
the fluorimeter/photomultiplier unit and the reactor. The re-
sponse of the fluorimeter/photomultiplier unit appeared to
be anticorrelated to temperature changes. This is likely due
to the photomultiplier, which becomes more sensitive at
lower temperature in relation to a reduction of the back-
ground noise level (T. Deparade, Aerolaser company, per-
sonal communication, 2013). Conversely, even though it is
thermostated, the reactor responds noticeably to fast temper-
ature changes, which arises from a temperature dependence
of the Hantzsch reaction efficiency. That is likely due to an
inadequate reactor temperature regulation (at ~ 70°C), which
is unable to compensate fast temperature changes.
[68] For both effects further investigations were made to

evaluate whether the temperature dependency corresponds to
a signal offset or to an amplification of the signal. To do so
the same air was sampled by an analyzer placed in a climatic
chamber and exposed to controlled temperature changes,
whereas another one was run at a stable ambient temperature.
Zeromeasurements were made every 2 h on the two analyzers.
Slow cyclic variations of ambient temperature with a gradient
of 1 to 2°C h-�1 were first applied to reproduce typical diurnal
cycle observed in the DDU laboratory during the 2005 and
2006 pilot studies. These slow temperature changes would af-
fect mainly the fluorimeter/photomultiplier unit, the tempera-
ture regulation of the reactor being able to compensate slow
temperature changes. As seen in Figure A1, the AL-4021 zero
signal is anticorrelated with a slope of �14 mV °C�1, corre-
sponding to �50 pptv of HCHO °C�1. Thus, running the an-
alyzer without regular monitoring of the zero signal at a
place where temperature changes can reach 10 to 20°Cmay in-
duce errors in the range of 250 to 500 pptv of HCHO. The
change of the HCHO signal with temperature was found to
be independent of the HCHO level of sampled air (mixing ra-
tios ranging from 100 to 1000 pptv during our experiment)
since the linear regression of concentrations derived by the
two analyzers showed a very linear relationship (y=0.97 x
and R2 = 0.94). This suggests that this temperature artifact is
mainly an offset and not an amplification effect.
[69] To investigate the effect of temperature on the AL-4021

reactor, a high temperature gradient of 6°C h�1 was applied,
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inducing a signal variation of +107 pptv °C�1 (Figure A1). As
for the preceding experiment, the temperature dependency of
the signal was found to be independent of the HCHO level.
Thus, an abrupt temperature variation (e.g., the opening of
the door of the field lab when outside temperatures are 30°C
less than inside) of up to ±3°C over a few minutes may
enhance the HCHO signal by up to 300 pptv.

Appendix B1: The 2-D Simulation Tool

[70] To compare the impact of gas-phase photochemistry
with that from snow emissions coming from the Antarctic
continent to the DDU site, gas-phase photochemical sources
and sinks from the 0-D calculations were implemented in a
2-D simulation, spanning a vertical transect along 140°E
from the coast to inland Antarctica. In addition to snow emis-
sion, a dry deposition was considered in the calculations.
[71] A grid of 200 × 5 km horizontal and 15× 20 m vertical

cells was considered on which DDU is situated on the lower
right side. Transport mechanisms between the grid cells in-
clude diffusion in both directions and horizontal wind trans-
port toward DDU. Vertical and horizontal diffusion is
assessed using eddy diffusion coefficients (Kz) calculated by
the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR) [Gallée et al.,
2012] for the automatic weather station D47 (situated on the
Antarctic continent ~110 km away from DDU) over a 10
day period of typical stable continental flow conditions in
summer (1–9 January 2010). Kz values vary with height from
~2.5 to ~7m2 s�1 from the ground to higher altitudes, reaching
maximum value around 180 m. These boundary layer condi-
tions are typical for katabatic conditions at DDU [Gallée and
Pettré, 1998]. In line with the vertical distribution ofKz values,
the upper layer of the 2-D grid was fixed to end at 300 m
height. In addition,Kz values show a diurnal cycle with a max-
imum at the beginning of the afternoon in phase with the daily
cycle observed for air and snow temperatures at D47 during
this period (data available at http://amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/aws/).
Being representative for katabatic conditions, for which air
mass is conserved during transport down slope to DDU, we
consider the D47 Kz values to be appropriate over the whole

horizontal length of the 2-D grid (i.e., over a region of 1000
km inland of DDU). To avoid border effects, a constant
HCHO level is attributed at the left vertical border of the grid
(i.e., 1000 km inland from DDU). The right vertical grid
border side (i.e., at DDU) is kept open with respect to
transport mechanisms.
[72] Snow emissions and deposition velocities were ap-

plied to the lowest horizontal grid layer. To account for the
absence of snow accumulation over the first 20 km inland
of DDU (see section 4.2), the snow flux is set to zero in the
four left hand adjacent grids of DDU.
[73] To constrain the daily HCHO variation observed in

summer at DDU, the 2-D model was run in hourly resolution
using January conditions. Temperature, diffusion rates, pho-
tolytic rates, OH, and NO levels were assumed to vary over
the course of the day. While diffusion coefficients and inputs
for photolytic rate estimations were taken from the respective
models (see above and section 4.1.1), the daily cycle of OH is
taken from OHmeasurements [Kukui et al. 2012] and the one
of NO from Grilli et al. [2013]. Daily variations of wind
speeds and diffusive transport velocities, as well as variable
HCHO lifetimes (~ 3 and ~ 15 h at night and day, respec-
tively) may influence the impact of a nonconstant snow flux
on the daily course of HCHO mixing ratios at DDU.
Therefore, a series of 2-D model runs including constant (be-
tween 6 and 14 m s�1) and daily variable wind speed patterns
(i.e., with a minimum during midday as observed at DDU
and D47 under stable katabatic conditions in summer) were
done. No significant differences were, however, observed
for the calculated HCHO levels in the DDU model grid,
which is attributed to the relatively strong Kz values prevail-
ing inland of DDU and which permits the diffusive equilib-
rium over the whole BDL depth to be reached within only a
few hours (i.e., ~ 3 and 10 h during day and night, respec-
tively). Therefore, we assume that snow emissions from the
continent reach DDU without distortion during summer, at
least for wind speeds higher than 6 m s�1. Thus, we used a
constant horizontal wind speed of 13 m s�1 for the 2-D calcu-
lations. In daily simulations a variable snow emission source
was assumed with an adjustment made on the diurnal temper-
ature cycle of air and snow and assuming zero snow emis-
sions at night.
[74] Concerning the dry deposition of HCHO on ice, under

the wind and temperature conditions encountered, and con-
sidering a typical surface roughness of 10�4m, the dominant
resistances of the deposition velocity (v) are the aerodynamic
(Ra) and surface (Rc) ones [Riedel, 2001; Zhang et al., 2003].
Ra depends inversely on the friction velocity (u*) and Rc
inversely on temperature over the range of �5 to +0.6°C
[Zhang et al., 2003; Erisman et al., 1994], respectively.
Conditions encountered at different distances inland from
DDU were checked using u* and meteorological data from
the MAR model (see above) and from automatic weather
stations data (available at http://amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/aws). It
can be concluded that over the continent near DDU at mid-
day, a systematic minimum of u*, which is driven by the
wind speed, generally coincides with the simultaneous tem-
perature maximum, resulting in a rather unchanged value of
v over the course of the day. Further inland, wind speed
and u* show no significant daily variation anymore, and the
night and day temperatures are both too low to influence
the surface resistance anymore. Thus, the dry deposition

Figure A1. The temperature change effects on the AL-4021
device as observed in a climatic chamber. (top) Signal (thin
black line) and zero (green line) records of the analyzer
during sampling of HCHO mixing ratios between 100 and
1000 pptv and when a slow temperature gradient (red line)
was applied. (bottom) Zero record of the AL-4021 analyzer
(green line) when a fast ambient temperature variation (red
line) was applied.
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was assumed to be constant over day and night in our calcu-
lations. Applying these parameterizations of Ra and Rc for
our conditions, a mean v value of 0.2 ± 0.04 is obtained. For
winter, the aerodynamic resistance (Ra) is found to be similar
to the one calculated for summer, since the average wind
speed value of 10 m s�1 inland of DDU is rather similar in
summer and winter. In contrast to the summer period, when
a temperature exceeding over�5°C is possible in a very lim-
ited coastal area around DDU, temperatures remain every-
where (at DDU as well as on the continent) well below �5°
C in winter. Therefore, we assume that the mean surface re-
sistance (Rc) remains equal or only slightly higher in winter
than in summer. As a consequence, compared to summer
only slightly lower or even unchanged deposition velocities
are expected in winter inland of DDU.
[75] Considering exclusively snow emission and deposition,

as done for winter conditions, makes the calculations in princi-
ple independent of the BDL height. However, the region with-
out snow flux (20 km adjacent inland of DDU) induces the
BDL height to influence calculated HCHO mixing ratios at
DDU at low horizontal wind speeds. At a wind speed of 1 m
s�1, a lowering of the BDL height by a factor of 3 would imply
20% lower HCHO calculated levels at DDU. This effect be-
comes, however, less than 5% and 1% for wind speeds higher
than 1.5 and 2 m s�1, respectively. Since the wind speed at
DDU is higher than 2m s�1 for 85% of continental winter con-
ditions, this transport effect was neglected.
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